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Abstract:
This document describes the DIRAC Wiki bibliography webpage, where partners
will have the possibility to upload papers and documents of interest to the whole
consortium, initiate discussions and comment on uploaded contributions. The
website is accessible through the DIRAC internal webpage, thus favoring an open
exchange of ideas between researchers. We believe that this tool will promote
integration and will encourage scientific collaborations between partners.
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1.

Introduction

Integration between partners is a key ingredient for the success of DIRAC. Because of this,
WP6 has been actively working on setting up and maintaining common grounds for
collaboration among partners. In order to further promote exchange of ideas, sharing
knowledge and facilitate scientific collaborations between partners, we have created a wiki
bibliography webpage. The site is accessible through the DIRAC intranet, and it will
maintained by partner IDIAP. In the rest of the document we describe the webpage
functionalities (section 2) and we draw conclusions in section 3.

2.

The DIRAC Wiki Bibliography Webpage

The website is accessible through the DIRAC intranet, thus its availability is currently limited
to DIRAC researchers. The rational behind this choice is to facilitate open scientific
discussions between users as much as possible. Depending on the response we will have
during the next months, we might reconsider this option. Figure 1 shows the link of the Wiki
website, as it appears on the front page of the DIRAC intranet. It is the first link from top, just
behind the ‘’General Information’’ headline.
The ‘’welcome’’ page (Figure 2) provides a short ‘’how to’’ guideline, so to facilitate
uploading of new contributions (Figure 3). Papers can be uploaded under several subtopics,
which currently are ‘’audio’, ‘’audiovisual’’, ‘’neuroscience’’ and ‘’vision’’. Other subtopics
can be added by users, as necessity arises.
Comments on existing posts can be added anytime, which should make it easy to start
discussions on interesting topics between researchers from different sites. To upload a file,
users must fill the form shown in Figure 4. For each new item, users must provide a title, a
brief description of the item and then must upload the corresponding file. The uploading
procedure is completed by creating a link from the relative subtopic.

Figure 1. The link to the Wiki webpage, as it appears on the main page of the DIRAC intranet
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Figure 2. The welcome page of the wiki bibliography website

Figure 3: The ‘’how to’’ guideline for inserting new documents in the wiki webpage
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Figure 4: The form to be filled for uploading new contribution

3.

Conclusion

This document describes the new DIRAC wiki bibliography webpage, a new tool for DIRAC
researchers for sharing papers of interest for DIRAC research, and initiate discussions on
them. The site permits users to upload files, post comments and initiate discussions across
partners, and will likely promote sharing of knowledge and ultimately lead to a better
integration within the consortium.
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